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Global - Transportation

Structural fall in ridership post pandemic
opens substantial funding shortfall
The coronavirus pandemic has accelerated changes in working patterns and lifestyles that
we consider will lead to a significant permanent fall in ridership on mass transit systems.
Without a durable increase in funding from higher-tier governments, or new revenue sources,
mass transit systems' credit profiles will weaken.

» Four of the mass transit systems that we rate are highly dependent on fares. A 20%
ridership decline would lead to the largest revenue losses at Transport for London (TfL,
A1 negative) with a 12% fall in revenue, everything else equal, compared with around 8%
for Ile de France Mobilites1 (IdFM, Aa2 negative), Metropolitan Transportation Authority,
NY (MTA, A3 negative) and South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority
(TransLink, Aa2 negative) due to their more diversified revenue sources.

» High fixed costs and the essential services mass transit systems provide constrain
deep savings to offset revenue shortfalls. Substantial cuts also risk jeopardising the
attractiveness of mass-transit systems, hampering revenue recovery post-pandemic.

» While environmental and social objectives provide incentives to maintain financial
support for the sector, the timeliness and size of such support will be a key determinant
of credit quality. TfL is likely to be most exposed, with the largest funding gap, and
limited clarity on long-term funding arrangements.

Exhibit 1

Our heatmap shows the relative risk exposure of mass transit systems to key credit metrics

OR=operating revenue. Farebox dependency ratio: Farebox revenues/opex, Fixed costs = annual debt service and pension
contributions, Operating support: funding received from higher-tier governments/funding gap. For Farebox dependency, fixed
costs/OR, debt/OR - data is FY2019 for year ending 31 December 2019 for IdFM, MTA, TransLink, FY2020 for year ending 31
March 2020 for TfL. For funding gap/OR, Operating support - data used is FY2020 for IdFM, MTA, TransLink, FY2021 for TfL.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1259501
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Transport-for-London-credit-rating-600058023/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Ile-de-France-Mobilites-credit-rating-830416683/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Metropolitan-Transportation-Authority-NY-credit-rating-800024486/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Metropolitan-Transportation-Authority-NY-credit-rating-800024486/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/South-Coast-British-Columbia-Transport-Auth-credit-rating-806924772/summary
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Mass transit systems will see a permanent drop in operating revenue post pandemic

Restrictions to control coronavirus transmission, safety concerns around mass transit itself, and the closure of many business and
leisure venues in central business districts (CBDs) have led to a significant fall in ridership on mass transit systems since the onset
of the pandemic in March 2020, including in Europe, Canada (Aaa stable) and the United States (Aaa stable). However, even as
pandemic-related restrictions eased over summer 2020 in most locations, demand for mass transit remained 30%-60% below year-
on-year levels in all four cities (see Exhibit 2). Based on current expectations around vaccine delivery and the associated control of the
pandemic, we expect some recovery in 2021 but for demand to remain on average around 40% below pre-pandemic levels.

Although we forecast a moderate recovery thereafter, the sharp increase in remote working during the pandemic is likely to result in a
permanent shift in the labour force to more flexible working patterns, with fewer days spent in offices. A relocation of some residents
away from large cities and towards smaller cities and suburban areas; compared with pre-pandemic trends is also likely. This will
permanently reduce demand for mass transit which is typically used to transport large volumes of people into CBDs.

We also expect the move to online retail and leisure services to contribute to fewer trips on mass transit services, as will a slow
return of international tourism. E-commerce's share of global retail increased to 17% in 2020 from 14% in 2019, however this masks
significant differentiation between countries. In the UK, the share of e-commerce in retail sales increased from around 20% in the first
quarter of 2020 to 31% by the third quarter of 2020, whereas in the United States it rose from 11.8% to 16.1% over the same period.2

Although data on the split between commuting and leisure trips on mass transit systems is not readily available, TfL's analysis shows
that around 18% of trips on London's public-transport network per person per day in 2019 were for commuting, with the remainder for
leisure and other purposes.3

Some of the reduction in ridership compared to pre-pandemic trends will be mitigated over time by new transit users from population
and business growth as well as new infrastructure capacity. Nevertheless, we still expect these combined trends would lead to a 20%
fall in ridership demand relative to pre-pandemic levels on a permanent basis, particularly as all four systems operate in large urban
areas with a high potentiality for remote work.

We assess the vulnerability of mass transit systems to large reductions in demand based on their reliance on farebox revenues,
reversing what was historically a source of credit strength. Although the accompanying economic contraction has also led to a fall in
tax and other cyclical revenue sources, the reduction in farebox is much steeper.

Exhibit 2

Mass transit demand has remained well below 2019 levels since March 2020 in all four cities
Mobility at transit stations - % change YOY
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Source: Google mobility data, Moody's Investors Service

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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In our rated mass-transit systems, TfL, IdFM, MTA and TransLink have the greatest reliance on farebox revenues (see Exhibit 3). As of
fiscal 2020, TfL's farebox recovery ratio is highest at 61%, followed by MTA, IdFM and TransLink which all were between 40%-55%.
In contrast, mass transit systems with a more diverse revenue composition, like San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (Aa2
negative) and San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (Aa3 stable) in the US, or SYTRAL (Aa2 negative) in France (Lyon metropolitan
area) are more resilient to ridership losses because of their relatively more stable tax collection.

These large cities are also the most vulnerable to a permanent fall in demand from remote working. For example, in London and in the
Ile-de-France area, the OECD estimates that 54% and 51% of jobs respectively can be done remotely, whereas this is as low as 36%
and 31% in more rural areas like the North East of England and Normandie (formerly Basse-Normandie) in France.4

Exhibit 3

TfL, IdFM, MTA and TransLink all have high reliance on farebox revenues to fund operating expenses, a credit challenge considering long-
term weaker demand for mass transit
Farebox recovery ratio % (total fare revenues as % of operating expenditures)
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Data as of fiscal 2019 (year-end 31 December 2019) for all, except TfL (year-end 31st march 2020).
Source: issuers' financial statements, Moody's Investors Service

We estimate that a 20% permanent reduction in pre-pandemic ridership would lead to an approximate average 12% loss of operating
revenue for TfL, and an average of around 8% for the other operators given their more diverse sources of revenues (see Exhibits 4 and
5).5 Reductions in tax revenues will also contribute to budget pressures over the medium term, as they predominantly rely on business
or employment bases within their respective urban areas, all of which are expected to suffer over the next few years.

Exhibit 4

The effect of a 20% permanent reduction in pre-pandemic ridership would be most material for TfL because of its greater reliance on fares
Revenue loss as % operating revenue
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Data as of fiscal 2019 (year ending 31 December 2019) for all except TfL (year ending 31 March 2020).
Source: Issuer, Moody's Investors Service
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Exhibit 5

Mass transit systems' main alternative sources of revenue are taxes and operating grants
% of operating revenue
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Data as of fiscal 2019 (year-end 31 December 2019) for all, except TfL (year-end 31 March 2020).
Source: issuers' financial statements, Moody's Investors Service

Inflexible cost structures and essential services role constrain systems from making deep savings

All four systems have made efforts to cut costs over the last year in response to the drop in revenue, but high fixed costs (see Exhibit
6) and generally inflexible cost structures6 related to the capital and labour-intensive nature of the services they provide, and a recent
increase in their debt levels meant the cuts were modest.

Although MTA implemented $260 million of budget reductions in fiscal 2020, and identified more from potential service cuts (see
below), MTA's options are constrained by relatively high fixed costs (30% of its operating revenue). In addition, MTA's fixed costs will
grow over the next three years as a result of new borrowing for capital projects and deficit-financing issued during the pandemic: MTA
issued $2.9 billion of debt financing notes through the Municipal Liquidity Facility (MLF) established by the US Federal Reserve Bank to
provide emergency liquidity7; this has increased its already high debt levels and fixed costs (see Exhibit 7).

IdFM has the lowest share of fixed costs, with TransLink and TfL in the middle. A very high share of fixed costs indicates greater
challenges in adjusting operating costs in response to the changes in the operating environment triggered by the pandemic.

Exhibit 6

High debt service and pension contributions limit spending flexibility, MTA is the most rigid, followed by TfL
Fixed costs* as a % operating expenditure
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*Fixed costs include annual debt service and pension contributions/post-employment benefits which are determined by long-term contracts. Year-end corresponds to 31 December for all,
except TfL (year-end 31 March) i.e. 2019 refers to 31/12/2019 for all except for TfL where it refers to 31/03/2020.
Source: Issuers' financial statements and forecasts, Moody's Investors Service
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Mass transit systems could cut services to try and reduce costs. However, most issuers have been under strong political and social
pressure to maintain full service levels to support essential workers and the service economy and we expect this to remain the case.
Service cuts may also not be financially prudent because they could weaken market positions, utilisation, revenues and overall public
support if riders permanently shift to alternate modes of transportation in response to cuts. Moreover, even if implemented, the gains
are likely to be minimal. For example, before receiving a second allotment of federal aid, MTA estimated that a 40% reduction in
service could generate $858 million of savings in fiscal 2021, equivalent to only 6% of its fiscal 2021 budget.8

We expect to see some cuts to capital budgets. Although this will not help operating deficits, it will reduce future debt burdens and
therefore fixed costs. Cuts are likely to include short-term capital projects like station upgrades, cycling and walking infrastructure,
but also some major projects given the difficulty in making the business case for more investment in mass transit in the face of
permanently lower demand. In London, projects such as major station upgrades, step-free access, technology enhancements and the
Bakerloo line extension on the London Underground have been postponed, some perhaps indefinitely.9

MTA and TransLink have the highest debt burdens and we expect this to continue, adding pressure on levels of fixed costs over time.
TfL's debt capacity is constrained by its authorised borrowing limit, which is set by the Mayor of London in conjunction with TfL.
However the authorised limit typically allows some increase in borrowing above the planned level if required or desirable. MTA also
has constraints on its debt capacity - both capital projects and debt need to be approved by New York State (Aa2 stable). IdFM and
TransLink have no external caps, which means they can continue to increase debt levels to fund capital expenditure, without approval
from a higher-tier government. Because TfL has the highest funding gap and a cap on its borrowing, we expect TfL to implement the
largest cuts in capital expenditure so it can dedicate more of its resources towards its operating budget. TfL's capex as a proportion
of total revenue has declined steadily since 2018 (see Exhibit 8), due to a ramp-down in expenditure on the Crossrail project as it
nears completion in addition to postponement of some capital projects due to reductions in revenues, including the loss of central
government grants and delays to the opening of the Elizabeth line (the operational name of the Crossrail project).

Exhibit 7

The pandemic has led to an increase in MTA's debt levels
Debt-to-operating revenue (%)
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Year-end corresponds to 31 December for all, except TfL (year-end 31 March) i.e. 2019 refers to 31/12/2019 for all except for TfL where it refers to 31/03/2020.
Source: Issuers' financial statements and forecasts, Moody's Investors Service

However, some of this capital spending – like on Crossrail in London and the Grand Paris Express, developed by Societe du Grand
Paris (Aa2 stable) – is already contractually committed, with ring-fenced funding sources. Moreover, as with cuts to service delivery,
underinvestment in the quality and capacity of services will lead to a slower recovery in ridership, in addition to a fundamentally less
attractive mass transit system. For TransLink, many previously identified capital projects will continue, which will keep capex elevated,
including expansions of major road networks and expansion of the SkyTrain rapid transit line. Nevertheless, recently announced federal
funding will provide funding relief to these projects.
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Exhibit 8

Transit systems typically have more flexibility on capex, but significant reductions may hinder medium- to long-term recovery in ridership
and growth
Capital expenditure as a % of total revenue
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A sustained reliance on extraordinary funding from the government would increase credit risks

Additional government funding has mostly filled the funding gaps mass transit operators reported in FY2020/21. MTA, TransLink and
IdFM have all received funding support from their respective higher-tier governments that equals 100% or more of their funding
gaps in FY2020 (year-ending 31 December 2020). In the case of all three systems, this funding support also extends to cover funding
shortfalls in FY2021. TfL's support from the UK government has been less generous at a total of £2.6 billion in FY2021, amounting to
around 75% of the funding gap it expects in the year (year-ending 31 March 2021), with very limited clarity on future funding. This
has led to TfL using around £500 million of its cash reserves to top-up the government funding it received in FY2021. These were cash
reserves that it had built up over the previous year to act as a risk buffer.

TransLink received a significant commitment of up to CAD644 million in combined federal and provincial operating funding relief
in 2020 to cover a projected CAD336 million net loss for the year, which also allows the authority to carry over the unused balance
to cover anticipated shortfalls in 2021. The federal government's recently announced Permanent Transit Fund (PTF) will provide an
additional CAD3 billion in annual funding for transit projects across Canada starting in 2026.

IdFM received €1.68 billion from the central government in 2020 to offset the fall in mobility tax proceeds and passenger revenues. In
addition, the central government has already committed to cover its 2021 losses.

MTA has received substantial stimulus aid from the US government to cover coronavirus-related operating revenue losses and increase
its flexibility to adjust to structural ridership declines. In 2020, MTA was allotted $8 billion of federal aid that will balance two fiscal
years of revenue gaps, and is slated to receive another $6.5 billion from a stimulus package that will ease budget pressures through
fiscal 2023. In addition, New York State (Aa2 stable) provided statutory approval to shift certain capital funding to operations and issue
deficit financing bonds.

Without this type of support from higher-tier governments, most transit systems would have recorded significant losses and been
forced to cut services because of their limited revenue and expenditure flexibility. Only TransLink can unilaterally levy new taxes,
increase fares or road pricing, or change land value capture mechanisms without agreement from higher-tier governments. In general,
revenue flexibility in the sector is quite limited. Mass transits are likely to raise fares to offset some of the reduction in revenues, but
this is a politically contentious issue and affordability constraints mean that any material increase in fares may be offset by even lower
demand for their services.

We expect governments will remain supportive of the sector because transit systems are integral to the efficient functioning of local
and regional economies. We gauge the likelihood of this support by looking at utilization rates, which reflect usage within their urban
area (see Exhibit 9). All four systems highlighted in this report had high utilisation rates pre-pandemic, but TfL's was particularly high
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at 450 rides per person per annum within its service area. Efforts to cut pollution, carbon emissions and congestion in urban centres by
reducing car usage also increase the likelihood of continued government support to the sector.

Exhibit 9

TfL's high utilisation rate increases the likelihood of government support
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However, the timeliness and sufficiency of support from higher-tier governments is not guaranteed, particularly because the pandemic
has intensified their own fiscal pressures. If these systems remain reliant on the regular provision of extraordinary support from higher-
tier governments to avoid severe financial stress, this reduction in funding certainty and stability and the associated challenges to
budgetary management would weaken our assessment of credit quality.

A structural increase in the amount and duration of funding support given by higher-tier governments to mass transit systems,
acknowledging the importance of mass transit to urban economies despite the permanent reduction in some ridership demand, would
help support credit quality over the longer-term. This is our baseline view for MTA, TransLink and IdFM which is supported by the fact
that all three systems have clarity on multi-year funding support for their pandemic-related funding gaps.

However, for TfL this is less certain as there is very little clarity on its funding arrangements for FY2022 or beyond. Its latest funding
package received on 22 March 2021 contains budgetary support for only another 7 weeks: from 1 April 2021 to 18 May 2021. From
1 April 2023, the UK government expects TfL to be fully self-sufficient, including minor capital renewals and enhancements, without
recourse to government grants. This would require material sources of additional revenue given its limited spending flexibility.
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Moody’s related publications

» Issuer Comment: Metropolitan Transportation Authority, NY - $4 billion of federal aid reduces need for additional deficit
borrowing in 2021, December 2020

» Issuer Comment: Transport for London (United Kingdom) - Funding agreement supports credit profile but environment remains
credit negative, November 2020

» Outlook: Mass Transit – US - 2021 outlook negative as coronavirus reduces ridership and squeezes tax revenue, November 2020

» Issuer Comment: Metropolitan Transportation Authority, NY - Planned significant increase of short-term debt is credit negative,
October 2020

» Credit Opinion: Transport for London (United Kingdom) - Update following downgrade to A1 negative, October 2020

» Credit Opinion: Metropolitan Transportation Authority, NY - Update following ratings downgrade, September 2020

» Issuer Comment: Ile-de-France Mobilites (France) - Ile-de-France Mobilites will benefit from additional government support,
September 2020

» Credit Opinion: Ile-de-France Mobilites (France) - Update following outlook change to negative, July 2020

» Credit Opinion: South Coast British Columbia Transport. Authority (TransLink) (Canada) - Update following outlook change to
negative, July 2020

» Credit Opinion: Regie Autonome des Transports Parisiens (France) - Update following outlook change to negative, July 2020

» Issuer Comment: Transport for London (United Kingdom) - Coronavirus impact will be credit negative, March 2020

Endnotes
1 IdFM is hereafter representative of mass transit in the IdFM area

2 United Nations (2021) Covid-19 and E-commerce, a global review.

3 Transport for London (2019) Travel in London, Report 12

4 OECD (2020) Capacity for remote working can affect lock-down costs differently across places.

5 MTA receives around 35% of its operating revenues from dedicated taxes, and public transportation in the Ile-de-France area receives around 40% of total
revenues from a dedicated employment tax in the region. In addition to farebox revenues, various taxes and levies provide TransLink with diverse revenue
sources including fuel taxes, property and replacement taxes, parking taxes, and a hydro levy. These revenues constituted 44% of total revenues in 2019.
In addition, TransLink's governing legislation allows it to access any tax or legislated revenue source not included in its strategic plan at the discretion of its
board of directors in order to meet its debt obligations.

6 Fixed costs include annual debt service and pension contributions/post-employment benefits which are determined by long-term contracts.

7 MTA is the only system that was legally allowed to finance operating deficits with debt; the other three systems can only use debt to fund capital
expenditure. MTA's deficit financing authority is capped at $10 billion and expires in 2022.

8 MTA November 2020 Financial Plan

9 TfL (January 2021) Financial Sustainability Plan
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